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A Week in The Life of Dave Cooper
Trains, Planes and Automobiles
I sometimes get asked what does a Head of Academic Department do and it can be quite difficult to describe; just in terms of knowing where
to start. So, in an attempt to provide an insight, I thought I would try and document a mid-October week.
Monday – I am usually in my office in the Dome around 8:00 and after making an essential coffee am ensconced in dealing with emails that
have come in over the weekend and preparing for the day’s back to back meetings. First meeting is the Degree Apprenticeship Forum,
which co-ordinates activity across the University dealing with the many bureaucratic issues associated with their administration. This is
closely followed by a steering committee meeting for the Tech Park development. Although the building is mostly complete, we are still
working to ensure it is appropriately equipped and recruiting students. The focus of the afternoon is a conference call for our EU project
CPES (more of which later). These are always a bit challenging as there can be upwards of 10 people on the call from both France and England. We are happy just to get a decent connection! The last meeting of the day is a personal development planning meeting with a member
of the academic team. It’s always good to be able to reflect on a good year and look forward to the next. Needless to say, I then have to
catch up on all those emails that arrived during the day and the week has only just begun!
Tuesday – Different day today as I have just been appointed as an External Examiner at Aston University looking after their BSc Digital &
Technology Solutions degree. This is the degree apprenticeship route and is the same as the degree we teach at Chichester, hence my interest in being involved. All courses have an External Examiner whose job it is to provide oversight, ensure assessments are fair and appropriate and students interests are maintained. I am picked up by taxi at 6:30 and catch the train from Southampton. The journey is an opportunity to read the latest submission of a thesis for a PhD student I am supervising. At 80,000 words plus, this takes some time! I spend a
couple of hours reviewing the documentation provided by Aston and am surprised by the quantity of assessments undertaken by examination. We have the board meeting in the afternoon and I make my verbal report. I then have to catch the train to Birmingham International
for a flight to Paris at 19:00. Coffee shops and departure lounges with Wifi are a bonus in catching up on emails! Arrive in Paris and walk to
airport IBIS hotel just in time to catch the last 15 minutes of the France-Germany game; fortunately France won!
Wednesday – I take the RER into Paris and emerge right next to Notre Dame on the Left Bank; it’s spectacular. I am there to take part in a
seminar on the Channel Payment for Eco System Services Project. The University is the lead partner on this €4m EU project funded under
INTERREG V. I am the project director and the sole representative of the UK activities for the day. Following a meeting with the organisers, we travel to the venue, the aptly named Palais de l’eau. I have a further briefing with the host for the afternoon to discover that I have a
larger part to play than anticipated. This being France, lunch intervened and took the obligatory hour; très amicalement. The conference is
well attended and I welcome everyone with an opening speech. I then present the UK case studies, meet with someone from the PR agency,
sit on an expert panel and give the closing words. All of this is translated and although I have some French I have to listen to translations of
other presentations. This can be very tiring and they used a particular brand of headphones, which clamp quite painfully into my ears. At the
end of the day I was asked to join a press conference leaving me with the challenge of getting across Paris to catch the flight to Gatwick.
Google gave me 75 minutes! I arrived with 50 minutes to spare, perspiring a little!! Managed to catch up on emails on the way and arrived
back home just before 11:00.
Thursday – Almost a normal day! Teaching. I normally teach 2 sessions a week but had handed over my Wednesday slot (thank you Paul).
Thursday morning is taken up with teaching IT strategy to final year students. I enjoy my teaching as it is what I came to the University to do
in the first place but gives me a really good opportunity to check that all is going well with students in general. This is followed by another
staff personal development meeting. I have time for a sandwich before heading up to Chichester for the postgraduate graduation ceremony
in the Cathedral. This is the first time we have had a separate ceremony and the first time we have had graduates from the Business School;
MA in Leadership and Management and MSc in Data Science. I am pleased to be part of the platform party resplendent in the various robes
of our universities. You can’t miss me as I’m the one in shocking pink! It is a real privilege to be able to see everyone graduate.
TGIF – Remarkable, a morning without meetings! Usually used to catch up those inevitable emails, plan for the week ahead and undertake
some work that needs a little more time. In this instance, it was writing up the staff development plans and objectives, following up on some
activities associated with Business School plans, reviewing plans for the following weeks open day and preparing my welcome presentation
for the new MBA students. It was then back to the Cathedral for the last of the graduation ceremonies. I was to give the citation for the
Honorary award to Herbie Blash. This was a real pleasure and I met Herbie and his wife and friends at lunchtime. Everyone was very proud
to be there although Herbie was quite nervous. He received an Honorary Doctorate in Business Studies for services to the motorsport
industry. He started with Lotus and Brabham and over the last 50 years has attended some 700 F1 races, in the last 15 years as Deputy Race
Director of the FIA. He now runs the Yamaha Superbike Team.
So that was my week. A little busier than usual but it does capture the variety of my roles and responsibilities and every week does contain
something a little different. Of course, it is not just about me and there are a significant number of people in the Business School and across
the University who are incredibly supportive in helping me to do the job I do. Thank you!
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Business in a Box
A new outreach resource from the Business School
It is a collection of interactive workshops designed for pupils ranging from 13-18 and is the first stage of a bigger
outreach provision from the Business School. The aim is to engage and inspire young people to consider university
as well as learn about business away from their usual places of study. Some schools are using these as incentives
in class and rewarding their students for personal and learning achievements.
Each workshop has been developed by university academics to bring to life specific topic areas which are taught at
the Business School and are designed to be run as short immersive sessions, with most flexible enough to extend
to full day workshops with university experiential talks and activities from current students.
Workshops cover business enterprise, operations management, events, project planning, finance, computing,
tourism, human resource management, marketing and digital marketing and map to areas of key stage curricula
and thus add value to what you are teaching pupils in the classroom, and provides a taster of what and how we
do things at the Business School.
In time there will be a range of teaching resources to support the workshops along with CPD sessions for teachers
to integrate them into their own teaching.
For now, if you wish to find out more about the sessions request a box by emailing l.bunting@chi.ac.uk or view the
workshops online at https://www.chi.ac.uk/business-school/outreach/business-box
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University of Chichester on their first official tour of their dukedom.

The Duke and Duchess of Sussex opening the new Tech Park at the
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ITMB Work Shadowing
A student’s story
I’m Aaron, President of the Business Society and in my second year of the Information
Technology Management for Business degree. During the summer I had the pleasure
of shadowing Michael Keegan, Head of Fujitsu's Technology Product and Cyber
Security Business for the EMEIA region for a day.
Fujitsu is the leading Japanese global information and communication Technology Company,
offering a full range of technology products, solutions and services to customers in over one
hundred countries.
I was fortunate enough to win this opportunity of
spending a day with Michael after attending the Tech
Partnership Degrees South event where my team from
the University of Chichester presented a project idea
to transform a city in the world into a smart city, using
current technologies available and future planned
technology to benefit the city in many different areas.
Our team presented our idea to a panel of industry
judges, and as a result I secured a personal
recommendation prize to shadow an industry leader.
The reason why I was selected was because of my
performance during the presentation regarding my
delivery skills and also my knowledge of the specific
topic.

Pictured left: Michael Keegan, Right: Aaron Gilbert

Prior to me attending the day with Michael in London at
Fujitsu’s UK and Ireland HQ, I received an excellent level
of communication with his executive assistant regarding
my day.
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When I arrived in London for the day, I was extremely nervous regarding the day ahead as it was my first
time being involved with such high profiled and highly respected individuals. Upon arrival Carla,
Michaels’ Executive Assistant greeted me and then showed me around the offices. She then introduced
me to Michael who then explained the basis of what we were going to be doing during the day.
During the day I shadowed Michael as he checked in with various international divisions of the product
business. During these many meetings with a wide variety of international divisions I felt quite out of the
loop of what was happening due to the very technical language everyone was using, it consisted mainly
of acronyms that everyone knew to reduce times of the meetings, but thankfully after our first meeting
together Michael noticed the confused and bewildered look on my face. He then explained the basics of
what his department did and what all the acronyms meant. The main thing that came across during all
these meetings was Michael himself and his beliefs.
Observing Michael I came to the conclusion that he would fight to the end for his team with other
more senior members of the company but at the end of the day he would only do so with solid factual
evidence. Another thing I picked up from Michael is something that has stuck with me, the way he spoke
to his employees, he spoke to them on the same level unless it required him not to and above all else
when his team had done well he praised them openly. The way the team all worked openly together and
spoke freely during the meetings was a pleasure to watch and the humour between all divisions, including
the international team, is the sort of environment in which I’d enjoy and thrive in.
As well as all the formal meetings during the day I was also able to have an informal one-to-one meeting
with Michael. This was so unexpected and I am so grateful to Michael for the opportunity to be able to
speak to him on this level. Over lunch we discussed what I had been doing at university and outside of
university as well as my future plans, this time also enabled me to find out more about Fujistu but also
the industry as a whole. Michael reassured me regarding some concerns I had about going into such a
competitive industry and then gave me some tips based on his many years of experience in the industry
which I have found invaluable. This personal talk I had with Michael was definitely one of the most
interesting parts of my day. The fact that Michael sat with me and listened to all my queries and then
answered them meant a lot and to receive some guidance for the future from such a well-respected
member of the industry was something I will use in the future.
Thanks to the Fujitsu team, Dave Hazard, Carla Starling and of course Michael Keegan for such an
enjoyable and insightful experience.
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The Circular Economy
Thanks to Jorge Gutic’s undergraduate module ‘Sustainable Business and the
Circular Economy’, the University of Chichester has been listed in a recent
research publication by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation as one of only 136
global institutions offering a course with circular economy as part of its
curriculum, and one of only 51 that explicitly mention the term in its title…
something for the Business School to shout about, being on a very select list.
The foundation, registered as a UK charity works to inspire a generation to
re-think, re-design and build a positive future circular economy.
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Sustainable Conference
Dr Sealy Delivers Keynote at Sustainable Conference
Dr Wendy Sealy has just returned from Kathmandu, Nepal, where she was
a keynote speaker at the 9th International Conference on ‘Sustainable Tourism
Development'. The conference aimed to provide a stimulating forum for
academics, emerging researchers, policy-makers, industry practitioners,
marketing professionals and destination managers to discuss key issues
and suggest solutions and strategies in the planning, development and
management of sustainable tourism.
Dr Sealy's keynote address titled: "The neo-colonial structures of Caribbean
tourism" highlighted several features in the structure of Caribbean tourism
which inhibit sustainable tourism development. The keynote address was well
received by conference delegates and resulted in an invitation to visit the
University of Thessaly in Volos Greece in November 2018 to lecture on
Caribbean tourism. Dr Sealy, also addressed delegates concerning similar
issues at the 'Green Economics Conference' at Oxford University.
While in Kathmandu, Dr Sealy also took the time to visit and speak to students
at the International School of Tourism and Hospitality Management.
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GRADUATION 2018 - in pictures, Business School students at graduation

Jennie White with marketing
Zena and friends

Yazmin Patten

and business students

Millie Thomas
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Business, marketing and HR
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Quirky
We’ve been talking about the things we find quirky in the UK, like
pub quizzes, drinking tap water, and having a bar on campus...

Amy from China
BA Events Management and Finance
When someone gets on a bus and sits
besides you, they might start a chat with
you. However, if you do this in China,
some people will probably think that
you are a really strange person!

Lili from China
BA Business English
Marmite has got a pungent odour,
black and gooey texture, salty and
beer-like taste. Compared with sweet
and beautiful fruit jam or creamy and
crunchy peanut butter, Marmite is
just quirky!

Yumika from Japan
BA Tourism Management
Many people in England like to get a
suntan but in Japan people want to stay
whiter. White skin is the personification
of beauty.

Kazu from Japan
Tourism Exchange student
A little incident I feel is quirky in the
UK is that the British don’t rinse
dishes with water. When my flatmates
did it as well, I was shocked at first!

Barry from China
BA Business English
At 5pm, most of the shops are closed,
except for bars and restaurants. In China,
in the evening we can do more things
than in the UK, like shopping, but in the
UK we can just eat and drink!

Naeco from China
BA Business English
Rubbish in China is collected every
day but it is collected once a week
in the UK. I think this is a quirky thing
because the smell of rubbish stinks
for a long time!

Yukino from Japan
Exchange student, Tourism
Management & Marketing
One thing I found quirky about
British people is that they often
say ‘see you later’ even though
they are not sure when they will
see each other next. It sounded a
bit weird at first but now I think
that greeting is kind of warm and I
like it.
I’ll see you guys later in the class!
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Clouds a Poem by
Mustafa Ali
I saw some clouds yesterday
Floating they like children play

Maybe she had gone a pace
Prey saw me on her fine grace

Racing through the mane of sky
Hoped over the rainbow nigh

She stopped at once and turned around
Though moved her lips but made no sound

As kissed the wind to say goodbye
Often made the sun turn shy

In silent node I understood
My venture had not come to good

Then nature through a stroke of brush
Made the face of sky glow blush

I saw her, what her eyes conveyed
They thunderstorms still dark a shade

See them singing dancing high
Made me often think and sigh

Their twinkle like a razor sharp
Told me not to play the harp

Witness wind and clouds melee
Burnt the heart of sun may be

Leave her lashes unabashed
Turn them up and down she lashed

Sparrows also looked aghast
To see the sky so full of Art

I followed not and moved about
Clouds above though saw me rout

Chatter, stop and chatter loud
Noticed sunset sneak about

But ‘tis life and seasons vary
I did not let my heart grow weary

I often see them come and go
A constant in the ebb and flow

For clouds come in varying shapes
All colors ‘n different drapes

I wonder what they talk about
In every tree fill every sprout

Gentle come they gentle go
Every column every row

Next I saw my lady right
Eyes of her as stars at night

Clouds we are to clouds we bow
Clouds to me are dreams we sow
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InFocus: Dr Michel Leseure’s research
Channel-MOR project has been the focus of a lot of Michel’s research this year
with two papers being published. The first, “Making the Most Out of Renewable
Energy Opportunities: Lessons Learned from a Regional Strategic Mapping
Approach”, presents the results of the first part of the Channel-MOR project.
The paper was written with Dawn Robins, Dylan Jones (Portsmouth), and
Graham Wall (Portsmouth). The paper contains the results of a global survey
about the strategic factors for success in renewable offshore energies, and it
presents the results of a strategic mapping exercise of Channel regions onto a
grand strategy matrix. The paper also documents one of the challenges faced
by the research team: the idealisation of the technologies by respondents and
participants. The paper calls for further research on handling bias when
researching the future of the renewable energy sector, as researchers have to
deal with issues ranging from outright rejection to idealisation. The paper is
now available as Early Cite on the International Journal of Energy Sector
Management and on Chichester’s e-print.
The second paper, “Is the recovery of failing scenario analysis a legitimate and
valuable activity?”, will appear in World Futures Review. It is describing the
challenges of performing a scenario analysis during the Channel-MOR project
and how these challenges were dealt with. Although focusing on scenario
analysis and published in a scenario analysis journal, it is also an operations
management paper. The main argument of the paper is to criticise the
application of quality assurance theory (e.g. six-sigma quality management
approaches) in contexts where there is evidence that process capability
cannot easily be measured and improved to a requisite level. This is a research
argument that I am planning to develop in other areas.
I presented “A critical review of the social dimension of sustainability in
operations management research” as a conference paper at the EUROMA
Sustainable Operations and Supply Chains Forum in March in Kassel, Germany.
In this paper, I criticise the practice of labelling research about traditional
corporate social responsibility issues, such as health as safety, work accidents,
as research about social sustainability. Although there is nothing wrong with
this type of research, I argue that labelling them as social sustainability is akin to
“old wine in a new bottle” and that it detracts the attention of researchers away
from tackling genuine social sustainability issues, which I0 argue have to involve
societal-level trade-offs with economic and/or environmental performance. I
provide three examples of social unsustainability in the article: the oil industry’s
history of armed conflicts and ongoing abuse of suppliers’ bargaining power, the
female genocide associated with the economic growth of Ciudad Real in Mexico,
and modern slavery.
I also presented “Sustainable consumption as a constraint to sustainable
production” as a conference paper at the International Association of
Management of Technology’s annual conference in Birmingham in April and
was delighted to win the best paper prize for the conference! In this paper, I
continue to expand my argument that it is misleading for a business to claim
that it is sustainable and that instead businesses should concentrate on reporting
what they feel is constraining them to become more sustainable.
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James Weston - work shadowing

ITMB degree student work shadows Quicksilva

Nineteen talented undergraduates earned the opportunity
to work shadow a digital business leader at a recent event
for students, universities, and employers organised by
Tech Partnership Degrees. James Weston, an IT student
from the University of Chichester was one of those selected
to participate. He said, ‘the work shadow experience
was extremely beneficial and prompted me to carry out additional research to narrow my future focus in the digital
world. I would certainly recommend the experience and encourage future students to grab all these opportunities
offered through Tech Partnership Degrees.’
Excerpt from https://www.tpdegrees.com/news/itmb-degree-studentwork-shadows-quicksilva/

A Beautiful Place
We can easily forget what a beautiful part of the world this is. I was working with some doctors from
Zambia and Malawi on their leadership. It was part of a programme run by Western Sussex NHS Trust
to support doctors in Lower Middle Income (LMIC) Countries. Half way through our day together the
question came up: 'how close are we to the sea?' Living in landlocked countries a walk along the beach
was an opportunity not to be missed. So as soon as our session was over we were off to the seaside.
Here is a tweet from Naomi.
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MA Leadership and Management by Gareth Sear
Sometimes in life you just have to take the
opportunities that are offered and make them
work. I had not studied in about 25 years, not
formal, academic study. Sure, I had been on a
number of courses and even got a level two
qualification in Horticulture, but the MA was a
little more serious.
I decided to take the opportunity for a few
reasons; I strongly believe in lifelong learning; I
feel the need to continually challenge myself
and have new experiences; I felt that an MA
would improve my career prospects.
My undergrad degree route followed a slightly
different path to the norm. I took an apprenticeship with BT, where I gained an ONC, followed by
an HND, which I topped up on a year long course,
to an honours degree in Business Administration.
This route did not involve writing a dissertation,
which did concern me a little. These concerns
were allayed as I progressed throughout the MA.
The MA in Leadership and Management helped
me develop as a person alongside my knowledge
of leadership and management; gaining
heightened skills in reading, writing, thinking,
evaluation and discussion. These were enhanced
during the powerful action learning sets that
built on the skills that we gained from discussing
articles on leadership and management. It was
surprising how my writing style changed,
previously more chatty, magazine and blog style,
but now more academic. I can accredit this to the
action learning sets and the additional support
from the University study skills team, really
helpful. My reports and bid writing, in my job, took
on a new dimension and became more persuasive

and authoritative. What really fired me up was a
new found desire to learn more about the aspects
of management that we were taught, especially
in strategy. This led to reading a broad range of
materials on the subject and changed what I do
and deliver in my job. The knowledge that was
gained on the course, but particularly in strategy,
changed for the better how I worked with these
businesses and the support that they received.
Ultimately, this led to my dissertation to be based
on creating strategy for growth in micro business;
drawing on my business startup and support job.
The dissertation involved working with case study
businesses to understand and evaluate their use
of strategy for growth. The dissertation required
reading a vast range of articles, books and
academic journals covering the subject,
developing and questioning my knowledge.
I had not written a dissertation previously and this
REALLY pushed me out of my comfort zone.
Through the nurturing and challenging support of
my supervisor, the academic team on the MA and
the additional student academic support services I
finally worked my way through the dissertation.
Finally I wrote something I was proud of and which
several other people have expressed an interest in
reading. That surprised me, but it really made me
feel like I had achieved something.
Graduation is near and I know heading onto stage
to collect my award will be a proud moment for
me, an award that has challenged me, pushed me
out of my comfort zone, and something I worked
hard for. Its hugely rewarding and enjoyable and
has had a positive impact on my job. If you get the
opportunity, make sure you go for it.
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Professor David Cooper representing the
University of Chichester Business School at the
CPES Project (Channel Payment for Ecosystem
Services) in Paris as the 'chef de file' (project
manager), leading a €4million European project
to significantly improve the water quality in
rivers and lakes in the south of England and
north of France.
Currently only 30 to 40 per cent of waters
entering the English Channel are classified as
‘Good Ecological Status’ which is largely due to
the high level of nitrates and phosphates in the
water as a result of intensive farming.
The cross-border project, will aim to reduce
nutrient levels by implementing six pilot PES
(Payment for Ecosystem Services) schemes
across the Channel area.
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Don’t Forget the Driver
In October this year the BBC took up residence in the Lorry Car Park close to the University in readiness to
film a new serial. Jorge Gutic was asked by the Observer Newspaper for his thoughts. This is the gist of the
interview……
Bognor has valuable and attractive tourism
resources that will be shown on the serial, such
as the Victorian architecture and attractive beach,
but inevitably, it will also show that it is a bit
lacking in terms of retail, leisure and general
opportunities for younger demographics.
I feel that this TV series could be a fantastic
opportunity to capitalise on the ‘location’ visitor
effect associated with TV and film productions,
and it would be key that town managers prepare
for this effect by developing and promoting
expenditure opportunities associated with
the town.
The fact that the serial will be released in April next
year is also a great opportunity to capitalise on it at
the beginning of the high season when visitors start
to arrive.
The opportunities and issues raised by the filming
of this serial also highlight the need for Bognor to
have some urgent regeneration investment that

provides additional facilities and expenditure
opportunities.
These are badly needed to make the town more
attractive to a younger generation looking for
different leisure opportunities, so that Bognor can
attract new visitors from a younger and more
affluent demographic, while continuing to provide
the ‘old-seaside town’ charm which unfortunately,
is only attractive to a limited and diminishing
demographic segment.

Putting the passion into Passion
Alumna: Katy Pearson Lowe
Katy Pearson-Lowe graduate from the Business School in
2017 and progressed straight into a professional role for one
of the fastest growing digital agencies in London. She knew
she wanted to work for a forward thinking agency and had
always been passionate about digital marketing and branding,
and it was this passion coupled with her academic knowledge
and go get attitude that she found herself a placement at
Passion Digital. She worked hard, applied her academic
knowledge and creative skills making herself invaluable to
the agency. It worked, they offered her a full time job and in
less than a year has become a senior member of the team.
Her top advice to students is to gain a professionally
recognised qualification alongside a degree such as CIM or
digitally via Google, Hootsuite and Facebook Certification.
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Partners in crime, or in charity?
Will Ham is a passionate and driven fundraiser in the charitable sector and is the Fundraising Manager for
the Bana Tandizo Foundation. He shares his passionate view on the business and charity interface.

To some, it’s all about cake. To others, it’s about
slipping into Lycra and performing energetic stretches
in front of the water machine. Whatever your fancy,
you can bet your bottom dollar there’s a charity
fundraiser with your name on it. In fact, 2015 saw 6
million people take part in charity bake-sales raising
an estimated £185 million for good causes (Lake, 2015).
So, beyond the obvious mountains of money being
tallied up by UK charities, why should staff be cooking
up spongey storms, and why should businesses be
providing staff with time and resources for charitable
endeavours? And during these turbulent tides of
current affairs, is it wise to associate with these risky
beasts, the charities?
In the last few years it would be hard to have missed
how the daily trail of news monsters have bashed
charities from every which-way. Olive Cooke,
‘Chuggers’, Oxfam. To some it’s rightful criticism; to
others, it’s mal-informed rhetoric. In my opinion, it’s
a sad world when those attempting to right the balance
of good in the world are criticized, rebuked and brought
down on their knees for the entertainment of the baying
wolves of capitalism. The result, a nose-dive in public
trust, a salvo of fines fired from a Fundraising Regulator
(that’s still in nappies), and who suffers? Yes, charities,
but also the starving children at the other end, and
Aunty Meredith who expects the 50p she put in the
un-shaken tin to be spent on charity work, rather than
fines or costs. Except it’s proving increasingly difficult
because the cost of setting up and running a charity is
soaring. Every day emails ping in from businesses and
government services demanding more exorbitant rates
for anything from printer ink to airfares. Who’s on the
make from charities and is it justifiable?

In its 15-year history, look at how Amazon negated
profit to instead pump all its money into expansion.
The results speak for themselves. Should they have
been worrying about overheads? Also, abolish any
preconceived ideas about raising money from nothing.
Is that how banks work? Of course not, so why do so
many people baulk at a charity spending money on
‘overheads’ such as advertising? Charities need the
good public to understand some business basics.
Secondly, everybody loves a good scandal. It makes for
great coffee-time reading; except when it results in
disastrous consequences. In the 3 days following the
Haiti sex scandal, Oxfam lost more than 12,000 monthly
direct debits. How does that help the rest of the world
benefitting from Oxfam’s services? No doubt lives have
been lost to a number of knee-jerk reactions, including
the privacy debate. Consider RNLI and their brave opt-in
stance. But which world would you rather live with:
another soul lost at sea, or another piece of paper
through the door?

Businesses are a crucial link to charities; many realising
the worth of their resources, including their staff.
But we are doing our good British bit aren’t we? We
Equally, staff are increasingly looking for rewarding and
have baked, we have run, we have lifted the phone for
meaningful activities as motivations at work. Put the
Pudsey. What if I told you that charities need something two together and we have a beautiful relationship. But
else… a shift. A game-changing shift. What charities
it’s important to remember that while the charity sector
desperately need is deeper understanding.
has its faults, issues and scandals, society would be a
shadow without them. It only takes the sudden need
First of all, business basics. ‘It’s disgusting how much
for an air ambulance, lifeboat or palliative care to
is spent on overheads,’ we hear on a daily basis. Is it
remind us. So, before it gets to that, let’s bake the
really? ‘Keep costs as low as possible, under 15% is
cakes, parade the lycra – but don’t forget to also
reasonable.’ Really? Maybe, for a snapshot, but not
challenge understanding. And let’s definitely not
over time. The ‘3 EEEs: Economy, Effectiveness,
repeat mal-informed rhetoric that was probably only
Efficiency’ all need to be considered, as do multi-year
printed in the first place to outrage, attract clicks, and
strategies that may well include front-loaded costs.
provide profit to the daily trail.
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Postgraduate Pathways at the Business School
MA Management & Leadership
This is a tailored programme to fit your business and your professional interests.
It’s offered on a part time basis, with a single day of contact time each month.

MSc Digital Marketing
An innovative practice based programme that equips you with digital marketing planning skills,
marketing strategy, consultancy and solving real life business issues.
MSc International Business
This programme can be studied jointly with Marketing and with Finance and provides a broad, robust
and practical knowledge base of business administration in a global business context.
MSc Data Science & Analytics
Developed in collaboration with industry partners this specialist programme is designed to
develop Data Scientists, harnessing your mathematical, computational and presentational skills
to work with, analyse and present data in meaningful ways for industry.

For more information email
business-school@chi.ac.uk
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Emma Nolan's second book will be published this autumn.
Emma has co-edited 'Green Events and Green Tourism,
An International Guide to Good Practice' which
looks at key frameworks, guidelines, principles and
benchmarks that support the application of sustainability
in practice.
Carole Parkes, Professor of Responsible Management at
the University of Winchester and Special Advisor to the
UN PRME (Principles for Responsible Management)
Initiative has reviewed the book and comments “The UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) call for action by
all actors from every sector across the globe and
this includes event and tourism management
worldwide. This book provides a comprehensive guide
to making sustainability a reality within the industry
and an excellent key text for all event and tourism
management courses and programmes. The inclusion
of international case studies enables the guidance and
information provided, to be brought to life in an
accessible way.”

Thomas Thompson PhD student
Childhood, Social Work and Social Care & Business
For me this summer was book-ended by two conferences. In May I presented a
poster at the International Conference on Integrated Care subtitled Value for
people and populations, held in Utrecht in the Netherlands. Integrated Care
research looks to understand what a joined-up approach to healthcare might look
like. For my part, the poster I presented investigated the role the patient might
play in this system. The poster seemed to be well received, and good contacts
were made with academics from across the world (mostly Europe if I’m honest).
It was a real pleasure to engage with like minded people who shared my research
interests, while validating some of the research I have been doing. And all in
the beautiful city of Utrecht.
A beautiful city was again the destination for my next conference, which I attended
at the beginning of September. This time I was presenting a paper at the British
Academy of Management Conference in Bristol. The paper broadly followed the
same theme as the poster, the patients’ role in integrated care, but this time from
an organizational transformation, change and development perspective. Although
it was lovely once again to spend time with members of the special interest group
of the same name.

The broader conference theme (Driving Productivity in Uncertain and Challenging
Times) made it a little harder to ‘join the dots’ that go into finding researchers who
share my area of research. However, a slightly more flexible approach to the
sessions I attended helped and, in the end, my Linked-in and researchgate profiles
gained a healthy number of possible future research accomplices.
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Staff Profile—Mustafa Ali
Mustafa Ali joined the University of Chichester
Business School in mid-August as an
Environmental Systems Research Fellow on
the Channel Payments for Ecosystem Services
Project (CPES). Before joining the university
Mustafa worked as a postdoctoral researcher
at Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China. Prior
to that he was awarded a CSC-funded PhD in
Management Science & Engineering from
Southeast University China. Mustafa also
worked as a sales engineer in the downstream
oil industry for 3 years in Pakistan.
Mustafa is interested in exploring nature-centric
policies governing Circular Economy. For that
he has worked on the concepts of Natural
Capital and Payments for Ecosystem Services
in developing countries such as China and
Pakistan. Some of the topics he has explored include embodied economic potential of (hazardous and
non-hazardous) waste recycling, hidden environmental impacts in the water-energy-agriculture nexus
and integration of biodiversity offsets in Circular economy policies. Mustafa is interested in exploring
ways to enhance North-South cooperation on socio-environmental issues.
A passionate researcher, Mustafa has published 12 articles in prestigious SCI journals as a first author
since 2016. He welcomes collaboration opportunities from industry, academia and other sectors on
CPES and beyond.

MBA: The Chichester Way by Rob Warwick
October sees the start of the Chichester MBA. At its heart is the participant’s own context, problems and
opportunities. And it is from this that they create solutions, move forwards and build their confidence.
In doing this they use techniques from strategy, human resources, finance, marketing etc to develop
their own leadership abilities. Contrast this to other approaches where there are separate modules on
these subjects but lack the bigger picture as to how they come together. Assignments are work based,
often around projects that are agreed between the participant and their organisation. This approach to
practice based learning benefits both the participant and the organisation. For the participant learning
is made real in the practicalities in what they face day in day out. For the organisation the work that the
delegates undertake has practical use.
The MBA was created with Senior Leader Degree Apprenticeship in mind. Not only is this good news
when it comes to funding but the assignments that participants work on as part of their 20% ‘off the job
training’ benefits both the learner and their organisation. For more information: https://bit.ly/2A3U5n1
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‘Taak of the Toon’- reflections from Newcastle
By Paula Jenkins, Programme Coordinator for HRM
The mighty Northern city of Newcastle has
many stories it could tell about changes in society,
industry and the world of work. It was a fantastic
venue for the 2018 Human Resource Development
conference hosted at the University of
Northumberland East campus, home to their
Business School.

Chairman at Joseph Rowntree Housing board and
Chairman of the Board at Bradford University
Business School made some powerful points in his
address describing the academic and workplace HR
community as ‘custodians of the future’ who need
to be ‘disruptors in a positive way’ around diversity

On a personal note, the city is part of my own story
as my Dad grew up in the post war years on the
Leam Lane Estate escaping its hardships to Pakistan
as a bachelor intern with the Commercial Union in
Lahore. He often spoke of how as a young lad he
would watch the tankers going down the Tyne and
dream about where they were going and hitching
a ride. His international career took him to many
of the destinations of those tankers but he never
forgot his roots and when I go back to the city I
feel a closeness to him even though he passed
away over 25 years ago.
Key themes at the conference were about personal
identity and its formation and what that means for
the nature of work, workplace cultures and the
people processes in organisations both in the UK
and around the world. The big contemporary issues
in the field of HRD of talent resourcing, diversity
and inclusivity, innovation and organisational
agility in an ever-changing, complex landscape
were well covered in a mix of academic papers,
case studies, practitioner insights and experience
sharing. The importance and uniqueness of human
interaction and social relationships and the need
to recognise employees as people in HR processes
and practices particularly resonated with the
conference community of academics and
practitioners alike.
The Key note speaker Delroy Beverley, Director of
In Communities Social Housing provider, Deputy
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themes of BMEs in management, women on the
top table and re-shaping policy and practice to
respond to the shifting context of work. He spoke
of generational planning as legacy making and
provoked thinking with the question ‘What’s our
legacy to young people?’ As a Windrush migrant
to the UK he told of his gratitude to all those who
had given him a chance and challenged HR with
the moral obligation to give someone a chance.
I was reminded of the chance given to my Dad all
those years ago to change his story and to go to
Pakistan and also to the people along my pathway
and the pathways of those I care about who took a
chance to give us the opportunity of a different
pathway.
I look forward to using and sharing some of the
learning from the conference in my teaching and
scholarship in our Business School.

Celebrating student success
Solutions 4 Recruitment annual awards
Hampshire-based recruitment agency, Solutions
4 Recruitment, have crowned University of
Chichester students, Natalie Horsfall and
Rhiannon Mattera, as the winners of this year’s
Creative Student Awards, earning them the
winner’s trophy, £300 cash and a choice of
internship opportunities from a range of the
region's top employers.

Director of Solutions 4 Recruitment, Carole Clarke
added: “The quality of entries this year has been
excellent, and as the competition establishes itself
further, we hope to see this grow. Some great
brands and influential industry experts have got on
board and offered their support, including judging
pieces of work and offering out internships, and we
are excited to see how the CSA goes on to propel
fresh new talent off to a great start.”

The Creative Student Awards were the
brainchild of leading marketing and design
recruitment specialists, Solutions 4 Recruitment,
in an effort to help graduates standout in an
increasingly competitive job marketplace, whilst
at the same time recognising the outstanding
creative student talents we have coming out
of universities across the South.
Natalie and Rhiannon’s website entry attracted
over 60% of the final public vote; which received
nearly 2,000 responses. The awards evening,
which was held at The Dancing Man Brewery
in Southampton on Thursday night, brought
together university lecturers, industry experts
and students from institutions and organisations
across the South of England. Following a drinks
reception and dinner, attendees were treated to
an inspirational talk by Matt Winton, Marketing
Director at Smiley. Alongside the main award,
other special recognition awards were presented
during the evening, which were chosen by a
panel of esteemed judges from companies
including Google, LinkedIn and News UK.
Solutions 4 Recruitment
Commenting on the awards, the 2017/18 winners
Natalie and Rhiannon said: “We’re delighted to
have won this award. Our entry was a redesign of
Chase Distillery’s website, and for every website
visit we get, Chase Distillery donate £5 to their
chosen charity. This competition has not only
given us the opportunity to showcase our work
and win an award for it, but we’re also helping
charities, and we couldn’t be happier.”

Solutions 4 Recruitment is one of the UK’s
leading recruitment firms, placing creative
individuals in exciting job roles. They’re a
passionate, caring team who aim to
continuously provide high quality, honest
and professional recruitment services to both
candidates and clients throughout the UK.
Their recruitment specialities lay in a variety
of industries, including Marketing, Design,
Digital and PR.
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Where do our students go once they graduate? We’ve tracked some of them
down and here’s where they took up graduate level roles:
Telefonica - O2
Havas Media
TUI
BMW Group
Adobe Systems
Cap Gemini
Paramount Pictures
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Passion Digital
Movement London
BBC North America
Rolls Royce
Capita
Premier Foods
Unilever

Celebrating Local Success by Jennie White
A recent study by Statista suggest that over 55%
of us rate buying food produced locally as very or
fairly important. A report commissioned by
MyHermes, the delivery company, revealed that
85% of people, surveyed, shop in independent
retailers once a month, with Millennials the biggest
advocates, driven by their values of authenticity
and transparency. Studies suggest that for every
£1 spent with a local business, 69p stays in the
area versus only 40p from every £1 spent with
large multiples.
Having seen the recent closure of a number of
independents in Chichester, maybe it’s time to
look at what we can do to support local companies
and celebrate our location in an area of amazing
provenance. According to GS1, two thirds of
shoppers rate place of origin as a priority in
purchasing decisions, at least as important as
price and place of purchase. Waitrose, the
upmarket supermarket has long supported this
trend, with a focus on using suppliers of fresh
produce, within 30 miles of its stores. They extend
this further with the Waitrose Way, their strategic
plan, Championing British across the business.
The value of provenance has been recognised by
DEFRA, with Sussex wines given protected regional
status, putting them on a par with European
competitors such as Champagne. Local producers,
such as Nyetimber and Tinwood, offer tours and
tastings. The trend for crafted beers and gins is also
strong in Sussex, with Chilgrove gin selling through
prestige stores such as Harrods and Fortnum and
Mason, and Hammerpot Brewery supplying a range
of inns, pubs and restaurants across the south east.
British gin and craft beers are becoming important
exports for the UK economy. They are also
exploiting an emergent trend in subscription boxes
such as those supplied by thinkgin thinkginclub.com,
Honest Brew honestbrew.co.uk and Flavourly

www.flavourly.com. Sussex has a strong heritage in
food start ups as shown in the following examples:
Montezuma’s chocolate, now a global brand,
started locally, support Chichester-based charity
Children on the Edge and played a significant role
in establishing the Chichester half marathon.
Caroline’s Dairy, based south of Chichester in
Sidlesham, supply National Trust outlets with their
delicious ice cream, as well as selling through a
range of local and national retailers.
Sussex Valley offer an extensive range of condiment
sauces such as butter and garlic mayonnaise, or
chilli and lemongrass dipping sauce. With barbecue
weather fast approaching, their gift pack of
barbecue sauces may be just the thing to order.
The Slindon Bakery supplies a number of Farmers’
Markets across the south with its breads and
pastries.
Much of the demand for local produce has its roots
in the growth of artisan producers, for which Sussex
is famous. If you’re looking for local produce, try
out The Sussex Produce Company in Steyning which,
like many of the brands already mentioned, is
an award winning company. A benefit of using
independent coffee, tea and cake shops is that the
produce is often fresher, having travelled shorter
distances than the bulk purchased options in the
high street chains.
But the success of Sussex is not confined to food
& beverages. A recent development has seen Hills,
a Runcton based nursery and one of the biggest
producers of poinsettia and orchids in the UK,
launch The Little Botanical range through John Lewis
and its own website, put together by local agency,
Vinco. Bognor Regis has one of the few remaining
independent furniture stores in the UK, Reynold’s
who celebrated 150 years in business last year.
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Herbie Blash Citation—by Prof Dave Cooper
The Board of Governors and Academic Board of the
University of Chichester have resolved to confer an
Honorary Doctorate in Business Administration upon
Michael Blash. Michael is pretty much known
everywhere as Herbie and so can I ask Herbie to
come forward and join the Chair of Governors. In
making this award today, we celebrate an individual
whose passion, drive, enterprise and unswerving
focus on teamwork is an example to us all. Herbie’s
remarkable career reads like a who’s who of
motorsport and specifically Formula 1 racing over
the last 50 years.
It all began at the age of 17 when Herbie started
work at RRC Walker Racing as a mechanic before
moving to join Lotus in 1968 to work for the
legendary Graham Hill. It was here that he first met
Bernie Ecclestone and after a few years, joined him
at Brabham after Ecclestone bought the company in
1971. He initially ran the F2 team but was promoted
to manage the F1 team in 1974 as the youngest
team manager in the sport. It wasn’t long before
they began winning and their principal driver, Nelson
Piquet drove to two world championships in 1981
and 1983.
In talking about why Brabham was so successful,
Herbie says that it is all about effective teamwork
founded on good communication, respect for the
individual and attention to detail. Herbie knew all
106 members of the team and every morning would
go round and see them individually to check that all
was running smoothly. During this time, the sport
was going through significant change; becoming increasingly commercial and demanding significant
sponsorship. Brabham was not to survive but it says
a good deal about Herbie’s character and focus that
he made sure that every single one of his family of
106 employees had a job to go too.

Internationale de L’Automobile, the governing body
for motorsport. On a race day he would arrive in the
morning with his Yamaha shirt on and go through the
day’s programme then change into an FIA shirt to
work on the race. His particular focus has always
been on race safety. Following the 1994 San Marino
Grand Prix, which saw the deaths of Ayrton Senna
and Roland Ratzenberger, the FIA formed an Expert
Advisory Safety Committee to research and improve
safety in motor racing. Herbie was part of the
committee who’s recommendations led to significantly more stringent crash tests for racing vehicles, new
safety standards for helmets and race suits. The
committee also worked on improving circuit safety
and improvements were made around the world to
crash barriers, kerbs, run off areas and trackside
medical procedures.
Between 1973 and his retirement from F1 last year,
Herbie never missed a race and reckons that he has
attended some 700 across the world. It is a mark of
the esteem in which he is held that the video tribute
filmed by F1 productions, lasted some 8 minutes and
had a personal message from almost every team and
every driver. He was clearly going to be missed in
the paddock. But that is not the end of the story.

At the end of last year, Yamaha World Superbike
were in contact. The team was underperforming.
The President of Yamaha Europe asked for some
Whilst at Brabham, Herbie established a relationship
assistance from Japan. They immediately turned to
with Yamaha in 1989 looking at the prospect of
their old friend to see if he could help. Herbie was
developing an F1 engine. This led to him being asked
in his element, bringing the team together, combining
to become the sporting director for Yamaha and run
the best from Japan and Europe, using his networks
their development facility in the old Brabham
and learning the ropes of motorbike racing. Paying
factory and called Activa Technology. It was a Formula
attention to all those details that make a difference.
1 facility with carbon fibre, a wind tunnel and
The team has been turned around, achieving a third
machining. Yamaha ultimately decided to pull out
placing in the constructors championship this year
of F1 but retained him as the managing director of
and Herbie has been offered a further 12 months conActiva Technology. It was about this time, that Herbie
tract. To use a press headline; “Herbie Rides Again!”
became Deputy Race Director for the Federation
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
14-17 November
Kiss Me Kate
Regis Centre, Bognor Regis

20 November
Marketing Forum—Social enterprise marketing
3-5.30pm at the Business School, Bognor Regis

20-24 November
Shakespeare in Love
Chichester Festival Theatre

22 November-5 January
Christmas at Kew, London

03-21 December
Rare Brand Christmas Market, Oxmarket, Chichester

BUSINESS SCHOOL
Twitter @chitalksbiz
Facebook - University of Chichester Business School
LinkedIn - University of Chichester Business School

SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
Twitter @edu_blocks
YouTube - MonocleMagazine
Snapchat - JiffPom
Instagram - Wallpapermag

EDITORIAL TEAM
Editor, layout & research news contributor - Dawn Robins, d.robins@chi.ac.uk
Editor, design & contributor - Lionel Bunting, l.bunting@chi.ac.uk

CONTRIBUTORS
Will Ham, Emma Nolan, Paula Jenkins, Lionel Bunting, Jennie White, Jorge Gutic, Rob
Warwick, Mustafa Ali , Michel leseure

Got a news story?
If you would like to submit a feature
article or news in brief story for the
next newsletter then email a member
of the team or use the newsdesk email
d.robins@chi.ac.uk
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